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Abstract Natural User Interfaces (NUI) are now widely

used in electronic devices such as smartphones, tablets and

gaming consoles. We have tried to apply this technology in the

teaching of chemistry in middle school and high school. A

virtual chemical laboratory was developed in which students

can simulate the performance of laboratory activities similar

to those that they perform in a real laboratory. Kinect sensor

was used for the detection and analysis of the student’s hand

movements, which is an example of NUI. The studies con-

ducted found the effectiveness of educational virtual labora-

tory. The extent to which the use of a teaching aid increased

the students’ progress in learning chemistry was examined.

The results indicate that the use of NUI creates opportunities

to both enhance and improve the quality of the chemistry

education. Working in a virtual laboratory using the Kinect

interface results in greater emotional involvement and an

increased sense of self-efficacy in the laboratory work among

students. As a consequence, students are getting higher marks

and are more interested in the subject of chemistry.

Keywords Human–computer interfaces � Improving

classroom teaching � Interactive learning environments �
Simulations � Virtual reality

Introduction

The natural sciences such as chemistry, physics, biology or

experiments conducted in a laboratory or in outdoor

activities are of great importance. In this respect, the sci-

ence of chemistry poses special experimental opportunities

to engage senses of the experimenter to determine the

physical and chemical properties of the substance. There is

advantageous situation in the chemical education, when

students can perform individually most of the chemical

experiments covered by the curriculum, (Lagowski 1998).

In this case, the work of students in the laboratory has a

positive effect on the process of teaching and learning

(Leite and Afonso 2002), in which laboratory environment

plays a very important role. Teachers of science confirm

that the active work of students in the laboratory provides

measurable benefits in teaching (Hofstein and Lunetta

1982). Also, educators claim that the teaching of chemistry,

which is the Natural Science subject, is most effective

when students work in the laboratory having direct contact

with matter being converted (Tezcan and Bilgin 2004). The

idea of working in the laboratory is based on the thesis that

students should perform in the laboratory especially those

experiments, which are carriers of basic information in a

particular scientific discipline. This is particularly valuable

from the point of view that equipment and working

methods of pupils during the execution of the experiments

in chemical laboratory are elements of individual work,

through which each student independently can train basic

skills, for example, with the techniques of laboratory work

(Tatli 2009). In addition, the laboratory exercises, which

are a form of realization of practical teaching methods and

the associated intellectual activity of students, such as

reasoning, critical thinking and scientific prediction cause

an increase in theoretical and laboratory-based problem-

solving skills (Odubunni and Balagun 1991; Ayas et al.

1994). With the acquired skills, students are motivated to

independent, critical thinking and the design of experi-

ments and research in a way in which scientists do. At the
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end of the thesis, it is very important that understanding

what is real is only effective when it binds to its transfor-

mation (Bozdogan and Yalcin 2004). Currently, the

teaching of science is based on the education of students

whose major elements are the analysis of the processes

leading to specific scientific knowledge and the ability to

apply that knowledge. This way of teaching generates an

increase in problem-solving skills among students (Yang

and Heh 2007). Building scientific knowledge of students

is associated with their ability of analytical thinking, which

includes scientific reasoning and critical thinking (Roth and

RoyChoudhury 1993; Tamir and Lunetta 1981). Scientific

inquiry just as logical thinking requires student engage-

ment (Roschelle et al. 2000), the understanding of scientific

knowledge and processes that are dependent on the cog-

nitive structure related to the scientific, intellectual and

social context (Cobb and Bowers 1999; Calik and Coll

2012; Calik et al. 2013). A constructivist model of learning

suggests that knowledge is the result of the interaction of

individual actions or activities by which this model of

learning is crucial to the active participation of students

(Bernard et al. 2004). The point here is that the student

should construct or actively create their knowledge through

thinking and practical action (Tatli and Ayas 2012).

Today, we are witnessing the rapid development of

information and communication technologies (ICT). This

development has a large impact on teaching, education and

the process of teaching and learning (Xie and Reider 2013).

A major problem is the proper integration and implemen-

tation of this technology into the educational process in

such a way as to be able to assist students in developing

their knowledge and skills (Zhang 2013). You can high-

light five areas in which different features and capabilities

of ICT are used: scientific texts and lectures, cooperation

and scientific discussion; representation and data collec-

tion, scientific simulation, and, finally, modeling (Linn

2003). Depending on the context of the use of ICT tech-

nology, these various expressions are used: information

technology (Xie and Reider 2013), information and com-

munication technology (Linn 2003), technology of learning

(Atwater 2000; Krajcik 2002), new technologies (Krajcik

et al. 2000) and innovative technologies (Calik 2013;

Ebenezer et al. 2011, 2012; Xie and Reider 2013). ICT

technology, regardless of the name, may help students and

teachers to broaden their thinking horizons, better mutual

communication of one another, a better understanding of

scientific phenomena and conducting investigations to

carry scientific research (Edelson 1998; Krajcik 2002;

Zhang 2013). It follows that ICT tools can be useful to

students in inquiring and further understanding of scientific

concepts (Krajcik 2002). One of the ways to use ICT in

education can be the Serious Games. Working with Serious

Games directly engages students to act resulting in the

absorption of information, without the involvement of third

parties as opposed to learning in the classroom where the

teacher passes information on to students (Chee and Tan

2012). The advantage of Serious Games is that the student

can work with them at home to repeat the knowledge

acquired in the classroom in school or while preparing for a

new classes (De Grove et al. 2012). Serious Games can

also serve as a primary source of information for students.

They can also contribute to the growth of problem-solving

skills by students and can shape the ability to work in a

group (Sánchez and Olivares 2011).

One of the types of computer educational games can be

a virtual laboratory. Virtual laboratories allow the free

operation of learning in any place and at any time. They

can help to relieve the education of the walls of the school

and move it to a different part of the environment,

enhancing the dynamic of learning with the use of simu-

lations (Yang and Heh 2007; De Grove et al. 2012). In the

virtual laboratories, students demonstrated an active part

in the performance of experiments, working alone or in

collaboration with colleagues. In this case, the ability to

simulate different activities significantly differentiates

virtual laboratories from traditional computer applications

(Dede et al. 1996). Furthermore, thanks to the flexibility of

virtual laboratories, abstract concepts found in chemistry

become more understandable. Students using virtual labo-

ratories can work according to their pace of learning and

personal needs (Sanger 2000; Stieff and Wilensky 2003;

Pekdag 2010). In the traditional laboratory, work involves

technical problems, absolute compliance with safety reg-

ulations, costs associated with equipment and performing

experiments and reduction of hours devoted to laboratory

work. One of the effective solutions to these problems is

currently available virtual laboratories, which to some

extent allow for experimentation without the above

restrictions (Millar 2004; Bilek 2010). Working with them

lies in the proper use of the computer using the keyboard or

mouse as input interfaces (‘‘Chemistry Lab’’ n.d.). The

appearance of the NUI has created new opportunities in the

control of simulation programs. The control is done using

the natural movements and gestures of the user making the

service more natural and intuitive. Accordingly, it is pos-

sible to prepare a software which enables the user to be

more engaged in practical activities (Svec and Anderson

1995).

We conclude that described in the literature virtual

laboratories are based on interfaces such as a keyboard and

mouse. They do not provide a support for the natural

behavior of the program’s user that is experienced when

working in a real laboratory. To eliminate these limitations

and make students work in a virtual laboratory more like

the work in a real laboratory, a virtual chemical laboratory

was prepared, which uses NUI. In this case, the interface
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was used, wherein the sensor is Kinect. Thanks to this

sensor, the prepared program allows a proper analysis of

hand movements, allowing natural gestures while per-

forming chemical experiments. So far, the developed vir-

tual laboratory simulations of chemical operations are

carried out using traditional interfaces such as mouse and

keyboard. In contrast, the use of NUI creates new oppor-

tunities in the design of virtual laboratories. For this reason,

research is needed on the usefulness of virtual laboratories

with NUI.

Such studies were performed, using a virtual laboratory

for teaching chemistry in the Junior and Senior High

Schools. The results were supposed to answer the ques-

tions, which were of interest to us:

• We wanted to check what the educational effectiveness

of a virtual laboratory in teaching chemistry;

• we wanted to determine how work in a virtual laboratory

affects the subsequent involvement of the students

working in a real laboratory;

• we wanted to determine how the work of students in the

virtual laboratory affects the change in self-efficacy

while working in a real laboratory;

• we wanted to determine which of the three prepared

versions of a virtual laboratory is most suitable for

students in their work.

Technical aspects of program preparation

What is NUI

Natural User Interfaces are types of interfaces, which

provide the ability to communicate with various devices in

a natural way for human beings. NUI task is to create

interaction between the man and the machine in such a way

that the user is not aware of the existence of the interface.

NUI can work in many different ways, depending on your

needs and requirements. A commonly used Natural User

Interface is a touch screen interface which allows you to

move and manipulate objects through touch and drag your

fingers across the screen. In this case, the objects on the

screen, similarly to real objects, may respond to the touch.

This feedback through touch interface makes controlling

devices or applications seem more natural than those using

a keyboard and mouse. While using a smartphone or a

tablet, most users are unaware of the fact that the interac-

tion is mediated by the touch interface (‘‘Natural User

Interface’’ 2011; Murphy 2012).

An interesting type of NUI, attractive to us, is gesture

recognition and movement tracking systems, which in turn

are translated by the interface on the instructions under-

stood by the computer. The work of some of these

interfaces as the Nintendo Wii (‘‘Controls for Wii’’ n.d.) or

PlayStation Move (‘‘This Is How I Move’’ n.d.) is based on

accelerometers and gyroscopes tracking roll angle, speed

and acceleration. A more intuitive kind of NUI is equipped

with a camera and internal software (firmware) on your

device that recognizes specific gestures and translates them

into appropriate action. Microsoft Kinect (‘‘Kinect for

Windows’’ n.d.), or LEAP Motion (‘‘LEAP Motion’’ n.d.;

Kosner 2012), allows users to interact through body

movements, gestures and voice commands. In addition to

these popular, there are other interfaces that are based on

voice recognition, eye movement or brain wave analysis

(‘‘Natural User Interface’’ 2011).

The technology used for the preparation of the program

To prepare a program that simulates school chemistry

laboratory, available information technology (ICT) was

used. First of all, the Kinect for Windows SDK package

was used allowing support for Kinect from Windows. This

package offers a number of tools, formulas and functions,

in order to facilitate developers the ability to create and

improve applications responding to human gestures and

voice. This package contains the necessary drivers to

connect Kinect to a Windows PC (‘‘Skeletal Tracking’’

n.d.). The software of the school chemistry laboratory is

written in C#. In addition, development work benefited

from part of the package .NET, known as Windows Pre-

sentation Foundation (WPF), that allows you to prepare a

graphical user interface. This package is also responsible

for on-screen display the developed graphical user inter-

face (‘‘Windows Presentation Foundation’’ n.d.). It uses the

universal language of XML tags designed to represent

different data in an orderly manner (‘‘XAML Overview’’

n.d.). In our case, this language was used to describe the

laboratory equipment, chemicals, instructions to experi-

ments and interactions taking place.

To detect and analyze user movement, the prepared

software uses sensor Kinect for Windows. This sensor has

a higher technical capabilities such as higher resolution

scan of the form and possible shorter the distance the user

from the sensor than the Kinect for XBOX intended

(‘‘Kinect for Windows’’ n.d.).

The description of the school’s simulating chemical

laboratory

The program that simulates a school chemistry laboratory

enables full recreation of the activities performed during the

experiment. You can simulate grasping laboratory glass and

equipment and appropriate mounting them. Also, a
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simulation of pouring solid substances, liquids and solutions

into laboratory glassware, and other laboratory activities

were designed. The program takes into account the correct

simulation of liquids movements during their transfer or

during a chemical reaction and the correct simulation of the

movement of solid particles during their collection and

pouring into the laboratory dishes. The program allows

performing 40 chemical experiments, which are valid in the

chemistry curriculum in Junior and Senior High Schools in

Poland. One can simulates such experiments as: the com-

parison of the chemical reactivity of metals, carbon dioxide

characterization, synthesis of hydrochloric acid by dissolu-

tion of hydrogen chloride in water, study of the effect of

temperature on the solubility of gases in water, the effect of

temperature on the rate of chemical reaction, testing the

reactivity of hydroxides and acids on oxides. The program

uses a system that monitors the performance of laboratory

activities by which the actions inappropriate or contrary to

the principles of safe work in the chemical laboratory are

indicated to the user and blocked. The purpose of this is to

familiarize the user with rules of proper and safe work in the

laboratory (Fig. 1).

In order to conduct research on the effectiveness of the

Kinect using program in the simulating school chemical

laboratory in the teaching of chemistry, three program

versions were prepared. In the first version, the student

Fig. 1 Screenshot from the simulation software shows general view of the virtual laboratory

Fig. 2 Screenshot shows incorrect laboratory procedure
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performs various laboratory activities in accordance with

the instructions given by the teacher. In the second version

of the program, teacher’s instructions were replaced by the

video with a recorded course of experiments. These videos

are multimedia instructions, by means of which the student

experiences the virtual reality. In the third version, the

student displays on the screen the text of the conventional

instructions to experiments. The student after familiarizing

with the content performs a simulation of the experiment.

Both video and conventional instructions are available in

the program at the request of the student during the exe-

cution of simulated experiments. All three versions of the

program indicate when a student makes a mistake in the

laboratory work (Fig. 2).

Description of research methodology

Description of groups of students

The 3 year Junior High School and the 3 year Senior High

School terms apply to the Polish educational system. Four

Junior High School and four Senior High School classes

took part in this pedagogical research. The study included

second year students of both types of schools, because in

this period the subject of chemistry is realized in the

greatest number of hours. In particular school, each class

was a separate research group of students. The choice of

classes in each group was random. Second-grade Junior

High School students were 14 years old, whereas Senior

High School second graders were 17 years old. A total of

100 students enrolled from Junior High School and in

Senior High School, and also a total of 100 students par-

ticipated in the study. Care was taken that the number of

students in each group, both types of schools, was the same

and did not change during the study. Each group of stu-

dents was determined by the appropriate symbol, a list of

which is described in Table 1.

The test procedure

At the beginning of the tests, all the groups of students

received appropriate teaching aid. One group of students

preparing to perform experiments in the school chemistry

laboratory used the first version of the program to simulate

performing experiments (GKL, LKL). Similarly, the sec-

ond group of students used the second version of the pro-

gram (GKF, LKF), and the third group of students used the

third version of the program (GKT, LKT). A fourth group

of students was created to compare the performance of the

students working with a program, using the Kinect inter-

face to the results of students who have not worked with

this program (GTF, LTF). Therefore, the fourth group of

students worked only with the instructions and films

without having access to the virtual laboratory. Before

starting the test, all the groups of students had to solve the

pretest to lay down their current knowledge level of the

material about inorganic acids. Then, each group of stu-

dents started working with the proper versions of the

assigned teaching aids, according to their weekly chemistry

timetable. The students representing different groups had

prepared at home, using the program simulating chemical

experiments or getting familiar with the text instructions

and the instructional films on inorganic acids in order to

perform these experiments in real terms in the school

chemistry laboratory. The test lasted 5 weeks, during

which all the groups of students simultaneously took part in

Table 1 Designation of

particular groups of students,

depending on the measure

* the total number of students is

the sum of the number of

schoolgirls and schoolboys

(n = m?f)

Designation of

groups of

students

The description of the teaching aid

which Junior High School students

worked with

The number

of students

[n]*

The number

of schoolboys

[f]

The number

of schoolgirls

[m]

GKL Virtual laboratory with commands

from teacher

25 12 13

GKF Virtual laboratory with instructional

films

25 14 11

GKT Virtual laboratory with instruction texts 25 14 11

GTF Instruction texts and instructional films

without virtual laboratory

25 10 15

The description of the teaching aid which Senior High School students worked with

LKL Virtual laboratory with commands

from teacher

25 12 13

LKF Virtual laboratory with instructional films 25 14 11

LKT Virtual laboratory with instruction texts 25 13 12

LTF Instruction texts and instructional films

without virtual lab

25 14 11
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it. After completing the planned experiments, the students

were required to solve a posttest, the tasks of which were

related to the experiments performed by them during the

test. Three months after taking the posttest, the students

were solving a delayed posttest. The delayed posttest

contained the same multiple-choice tasks as the posttest,

but arranged them in a different order, as well as the

responses to these tasks. The pretest, the posttest and the

delayed posttest consisted of 20 questions of choice. The

test questions corresponded to the taxonomic categories of

taxonomy educational objectives. To each taxonomy cat-

egory of educational objectives were assigned five ques-

tions. The basis is B. Bloom’s taxonomy of educational

objectives (Bloom et al. 1956; Andreson and Krathwohl

2001), which is based on the classification of the educa-

tional goals, that enabled a precise and unambiguous

description of the tested students capabilities. Czupial and

Niemierko (1977), based on B. Bloom’s taxonomy,

developed a taxonomy of chemistry educational objectives.

This taxonomy consists of two levels, the level of knowl-

edge and the level of skills. The level of knowledge can be

divided into two categories: remembering the information

(A) and understanding the information (B). The skill level

is also divided into two categories: the use of information

in common situations (C) and the use of information in

problem situations (D). The taxonomy level of knowledge

can be divided into subcategories such as the knowledge of

chemical terminology, which includes knowing chemical

terms, facts, including the existence of elements and

compounds, any qualitative and quantitative composition

of chemical compounds. The skill level takes into account

the student’s use of information in situations known to him

from school such as the ability to operate with chemical

symbols, determining the formula of a chemical com-

pound, entering the names of chemical compounds,

chemical calculations, planning and the design of chemical

experiments, formulating hypotheses. A diagnostic Likert

scale survey was conducted (Likert 1932; Gamst et al.

2008), designed to examine the students’ opinion about the

method of using a virtual laboratory with the Kinect sensor

as a way of preparing students for laboratory exercises in

chemistry.

The calculation methodology

The basis for the calculation was the points obtained by the

students in individual tests. They were multiple-choice

tests, in which students could choose only one correct

answer. Therefore, for every answer to a question, the

students could receive 0 or 1 point. As the tests consisted of

20 questions, the maximum number of points obtained by

the students was 20. Each group of students could receive a

maximum of 500 points for each test. Therefore, in each

test, which is the pretest, the posttest and the delayed test,

for each category of the taxonomy educational objectives,

every group of students could receive a maximum of 125

points. For the results obtained by the students in each test,

an arithmetic mean was assigned for every group of stu-

dents. In addition, a statistical modal was determined,

stating which result was most frequently repeated in a

group, and the variance specifying the variability of the

results.

From the obtained test results, the increase in gained

information by the students from the groups and the edu-

cational effectiveness of each version of the simulating

chemistry laboratory program were calculated. Also, there

was the durability of the information gained by the students

representing different groups (Jagodzinski and Wolski

2012). Subsequently, the growth of information in different

groups of students was calculated according to the fol-

lowing formula.

DW ¼ E2�E1ð Þ=E1½ � � 100% ð1Þ

0where DW the growth of information gained by students

from the examined group, E1 the sum of points obtained by

the students from the examined group in the pretest and E2

the sum of points obtained by the students from the

examined group in the posttest.

Next, the effectiveness of the educational virtual labo-

ratory with the reader (GKL, LKL) was determined,

forming suitable pairs with the rest of the groups of stu-

dents (Tables 4, 5). The calculations were made according

to the following example for a pair of groups GKL–GKT.

S ¼ DWGKL�DWGKTð Þ=DWGKT � 100% ð2Þ

where S the educational effectiveness of virtual labora-

tory’s version with the teacher, DWGKL the growth of

information gained by the students from the GKL group

and DWGKT the growth of information gained by the stu-

dents from the GKT group.

Also, the durability of the information gained by the

students representing different groups was determined,

based on the loss of their knowledge, which is expressed by

the formula E2�E3ð Þ=E2½ � � 100%, and subtracting the

resulting value from 100 %. The value of 100 % is defined

as the sum of the marks obtained by the students of each

group in the final test.

DU ¼ 100% � E2�E3ð Þ=E2½ � � 100% ð3Þ

where DU the durability of the information gained by the

students representing different groups, E2 the sum of the

points obtained by the students from the examined group in

the posttest and E3 the sum of the points obtained by the

students from the examined group in the delayed posttest.

The same procedure as above was applied to designate the

increase in the gained information, educational efficiency and
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durability of the information, taking into account the different

categories of taxonomic teaching purposes.

The results were statistically analyzed in order to

determine the statistical significance of the differences. For

this purpose, in the chi-square test, the confidence level

was set at p \ 0.05.

The test results

Below, we present a summary table of the results of the

research on Junior High School and Senior High School

students.

The results of the pretest in the Junior High School

(Table 2) indicate that the examined students showed an

equal level of knowledge. The majority correctly answered

two questions out of five, regarding category A the tax-

onomy of educational goals. However, in the case of cat-

egory B, C and D taxonomy educational goals, most

correctly answered one question out of five in each cate-

gory. The Senior High School students (Table 3) during the

pretest correctly answered two questions out of five in each

category of the taxonomy of the educational goals.

The results of the final test in the Junior High School

(Table 2) indicate that the students from the group GKL

achieved better results in all the categories of the taxonomy

goals of education than the students from the other groups.

The observed differences in the results increased with the

growth in the value of the taxonomy of the educational

goals, with the largest differences in categories C and D.

The majority of students correctly answered five category

A questions, the taxonomy of the educational goals. In

category B of the taxonomy of the educational goals, the

students from the group GKL mostly answered correctly,

receiving the maximum number of marks, while the

majority of the students from the GTF group correctly

answered only three questions. In this category, the stu-

dents from the groups GKF and GKT correctly answered

four questions. In category C of the taxonomy of the

educational goals, the same number of correct answers,

which is four, was reported for the groups of students GKL,

GKF and GKT. The students from the group GTF got the

worst results in this category, because they mostly gave

correct answers to three questions out of five. In the case of

category D with the highest value of teaching, the best

results obtained by the students from the GKL group were

Table 2 The results of the pretest, posttest and delayed posttest expressed with the help of the arithmetic mean, the modal and the variance

achieved by the Junior High School students

The categories of the taxonomy of the educational goals

The name of the group A B C D G(generally)

Tpr Tpo Tdi Tpr Tpo Tdi Tpr Tpo Tdi Tpr Tpo Tdi Tpr Tpo Tdi

GKL

Averagea 1,60 4,76 3,96 1,40 4,44 3,60 1,40 4,36 3,48 1,20 4,04 3,24 5,60 17,60 14,28

Modalb 2,00 5,00 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,00 1,00 4,00 4,00 1,00 4,00 3,00 5,00 18,00 14,00

Variancec 0,50 0,19 0,62 0,42 0,67 1,00 0,25 0,41 0,76 0,75 0,54 0,77 2,67 1,83 8,71

GKF

Average 1,64 4,60 3,56 1,48 4,16 3,12 1,32 3,80 2,76 1,28 3,36 2,56 5,72 15,92 12,00

Modal 2,00 5,00 4,00 1,00 4,00 3,00 1,00 4,00 3,00 1,00 3,00 3,00 6,00 16,00 12,00

Variance 0,41 0,33 0,76 1,01 0,31 0,86 0,29 0,75 0,77 0,29 0,66 0,76 1,54 2,66 4,00

GKT

Average 1,72 4,72 3,36 1,40 3,84 2,92 1,28 3,52 2,52 1,08 3,16 2,36 5,48 15,24 11,16

Modal 2,00 5,00 3,00 1,00 4,00 3,00 1,00 4,00 2,00 1,00 3,00 2,00 5,00 15,00 11,00

Variance 0,38 0,29 1,16 0,33 0,89 0,74 0,21 0,51 1,01 0,08 0,47 0,91 1,09 2,94 4,47

GTF

Average 1,64 4,44 3,08 1,40 3,64 2,60 1,28 3,56 2,32 1,12 3,00 2,04 5,44 14,64 10,04

Modal 2,00 5,00 3,00 1,00 3,00 3,00 1,00 3,00 2,00 1,00 3,00 2,00 5,00 15,00 10,00

Variance 0,41 0,51 0,83 0,42 0,91 0,75 0,46 0,92 0,73 0,36 1,17 0,71 1,92 3,07 2,79

Tpr The pretest, Tpo the posttest, Tdi the delayed posttest
a the arithmetic mean of the number of points obtained by the students in the different tests
b the most frequently repeated result in the collection
c a measure of the variability of the observed results
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from answering four out of five questions. The students

from the other groups obtained similar results answering

three questions.

In the case of the High School students (Table 3), the

best performance in all the categories of the educational

goals A, B, C and D was obtained by the LKL group, while

all the other groups of students achieved worse results, but

were close to each other. At the same time, most of the

students correctly answered the maximum number of

questions on category A taxonomy educational goals. In

category B and category C of the educational goals, the

majority of the students from the LKL group answered five

questions correctly. The other groups of students in cate-

gories B and C answered four out of five questions cor-

rectly. In category D, the students mostly answered four

out of five questions properly, with the exception of the

students representing the LTF group, who correctly

answered three out of five questions.

The test results of the delayed test in Junior High School

(Table 2) indicate that within category A of the educational

goals, the students from the groups GKL and GKF cor-

rectly answered four out of five questions correctly, while

the students from the groups GKT and GTF came out

worse and correctly answered only three questions. Within

category B of the educational goals, only the students from

the GKL group correctly answered four questions, while

the majority of the students from the other groups achieved

the same results, answering only three questions. In cate-

gory C, the best results were achieved by the students from

the GKL group, correctly answering four questions. In this

category, the GKF group of students answered three

questions, and the students from the groups GKT and GTF

gave correct answers to only two questions. In category D,

regarding the skills of problem solving, both the GKL and

GKF students achieved the same results by providing

correct answers to three questions. Likewise the GKL and

GKF students gave correct answers to two questions.

The results of the delayed posttest conducted with the

Senior High School students (Table 3) are better than the

adequate results of the Junior High School students and are

more even. In category A of the educational goals, the

students from the LKL, LKF, LKT and LTF groups have

obtained the same results answering four questions prop-

erly. In category B, the LKL and LKF students again

received a high score, correctly answering four questions,

whereas the LKT and LTF students answered three ques-

tions averagely. The LKL students also received a high

score by correctly answering four questions on average. In

Table 3 The results of the pretest, posttest and delayed test expressed with the help of the arithmetic mean, modal and variance achieved by

Senior High School students

The categories of the taxonomy of the educational goals

Group name A B C D G(generally)

Tpr Tpo Tdi Tpr Tpo Tdi Tpr Tpo Tdi Tpr Tpo Tdi Tpr Tpo Tdi

LKL

Averagea 2.12 4.80 4.04 2.04 4.72 3.88 1.96 4.44 3.64 1.92 4.28 3.44 8.04 18.24 15.00

Modalb 2.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 19.00 15.00

Variancec 0.78 0.17 0.46 0.79 0.21 0.78 0.54 0.51 0.91 0.58 0.54 1.26 3.04 1.44 4.25

LKF

Average 2.12 4.64 3.92 2.08 4.32 3.56 2.00 3.88 3.24 1.96 3.64 2.92 8.16 16.48 13.64

Modal 2.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 8.00 16.00 13.00

Variance 0.61 0.32 1.24 0.74 0.39 0.84 0.58 0.61 0.52 0.71 1.16 0.74 0.71 3.18 3.41

LKT

Average 2.08 4.64 3.64 2.04 4.36 3.36 1.96 3.80 2.92 1.84 3.48 2.44 7.92 16.28 12.36

Modal 2.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 8.00 17.00 12.00

Variance 0.58 0.32 1.16 1.04 0.57 0.74 0.54 1.08 0.74 0.64 0.84 1.17 2.58 2.54 4.66

LTF

Average 2.04 4.60 3.48 2.08 4.04 3.20 2.04 3.68 2.60 1.92 3.44 2.36 8.08 15.76 11.64

Modal 2.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 8.00 16.00 12.00

Variance 0.62 0.33 1.01 0.74 0.71 0.75 0.96 0.98 1.00 0.66 0.84 1.41 1.83 3.61 6.57

Tpr the pretest, Tpo the posttest, Tdi the delayed posttest
a the arithmetic mean of the number of points obtained by the students in the different tests
b the most frequently repeated result in the collection
c the measure of the variability of the observed results
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these category groups, the LKF group gave correct answers

to three questions, while the groups LKT and LTF gave

correct answers to three and two questions, respectively.

After solving the final test, the groups GKL, GKF, GKT

and LKL, LKF, LKT answered the diagnostic survey

questions. The results of this survey are presented in

Table 6.

The interpretation of the test results

The results of the pretest carried out in the Junior High

School (Table 4) indicate that the examined students

showed a very similar, low level of knowledge of the

subject of chemical acids, which the research had included.

In contrast, the pretest results in the Senior High School

(Table 5) are 45 % higher, because the Senior High School

students have a larger body of knowledge and more skills

acquired while studying chemistry in the Junior High

School. Almost the same level of information in the Junior

High School groups and almost the same level of infor-

mation in the Senior High School groups indicate that the

groups were matched correctly and were able to participate

in further studies.

Analyzing the results of the posttest of Junior High

School students (Table 4) can show that the group GKL

achieved the best results. The students in this group, while

doing virtual experiments, performed the next commands

from the reader. It can, therefore, be concluded that this

version of the laboratory suited most students, because

today’s media is dominated by the manner of communi-

cation through image and sound commentary, to which

students are accustomed.

Analyzing the performance of the GKF group, the stu-

dents who, by virtual experiments, benefited from the

instructions on the film, we can conclude that they are

about 11 % worse than in the case of the GKL group of

students. Removing the reader’s commands, which allow

you to perform laboratory activities in the correct order at

any pace (singular information) and replacing it with

multimedia content in the form of a film in which these

activities are given as a continuity and with a predeter-

mined pace (an accumulation of information), resulted in a

decrease in the efficiency of the education by 18 %

(Table 4). The results of the GKT group of students in the

final test are almost identical to the results of the GKF

group. You can see that the replacement of the instructional

film with the instructions in the form of a text viewed on a

screen gave similar results. This is due to the fact that the

text instructions as well as the film instructions give

important information—commands in a concise, cumula-

tive way. The GTF group of students, working with the text

instructions and a film, but without the virtual laboratory,

achieved the worst results. Ridding the students of the

chance of simulating laboratory exercises resulted in a less

engaged attitude of the students in the experimental work,

which gave inferior results. Considering the results

Table 4 A summary of the results of the gain of the knowledge, the

effectiveness of the examined teaching aid and the durability of the

knowledge, achieved by the groups of Junior High School students,

working with the examined teaching aid

The taxonomic categories of the educational goals

A B C D G(generally)

Group symbol Increase in a student’s knowledge [%]

GKL 198 217 211 237 214

GKF 180 181 188 163 178

GKT 174 174 175 193 178

GTF 171 160 178 168 169

Educational effectiveness of each pair [%]

GKL–GKF 7* 13* 19 37 18

GKL–GKT 5* 25 32 37 23

GKL–GTF 13* 36 30 51 30

The durability of the knowledge gained by the students [%]

GKL 83 81 80 80 81

GKF 77 75 73 76 75

GKT 71 76 72 75 73

GTF 69 71 65 68 69

The sign (*) indicates statistically insignificant results, determined

from the chi-square test

Table 5 A summary of the results of the gain of the knowledge, the

effectiveness of the examined teaching aid and the durability of the

knowledge, achieved by groups of Senior High School students,

working with the examined teaching aid

The taxonomic categories of the educational goals

A B C D G(generally)

Group symbol Increase in a student’s knowledge [%]

LKL 126 131 127 123 127

LKF 119 108 94 86 102

LKT 123 114 94 89 106

LTF 125 94 80 79 95

Educational effectiveness of each pair [%]

LKL–LKF 6* 22 35 43 24

LKL–LKT 3* 16* 35 38 20

LKL–LTF 1* 39 57 55 33

The durability of the knowledge gained by the students [%]

LKL 84 82 82 80 82

LKF 84 82 84 80 83

LKT 78 77 77 70 76

LTF 76 79 71 69 74

The sign (*) indicates statistically insignificant results, determined

from the chi-square test
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obtained in terms of the goals of education, it can be seen

that the GKL group of students achieved similar, high

scores in all the four categories of taxonomy educational

goals. The other groups of students, that is, GKF, GKT and

GTF, achieved similar results in the category A taxonomy

of the educational goals.

The teaching aids used in the research had no significant

effect with the extent of differentiations in memorizing

information through the Junior High School students. This

is indicated by the results of the effectiveness of the

examined teaching aid for category A of the taxonomy

educational goals, and these differences are not statistically

significant (Table 4). In terms of understanding the infor-

mation which refers to category B of the taxonomy, the

differences in the effectiveness are noticed only among the

GKL–GKT and GKL–GTF groups of students. Interrupting

the experiment to read the fragment has a negative impact

on the understanding of information as well as a lack of a

simulation when performing the experiment. For students

from the GKF group, this difference is so small that it is

statistically insignificant. In the case of categories C and D

on laboratory problem-solving skill tasks, the GKL group

of students came off the best compared with the other

groups of students. This is beneficial, especially that these

two categories classified as a skill level have the highest

educational value. Here you can see the reader’s positive

impact on the students, acting as a virtual instructor.

In the case of the research conducted in the Junior High

School on the stability of knowledge, it can be seen that it

is the highest in the GKL group of students. In the other

groups, the durability of the knowledge is at a lower level.

Also, in this case, the use of a virtual laboratory, where the

students were instructed by the reader, turned out to be the

best combination.

The consequence of the applied calculation methodol-

ogy of the growth of the knowledge is the high increment

of the gain achieved, especially by the Junior High School

students. The reason is that the results of the pretest are the

basis for the growth of the knowledge (formula 1).

Chemistry in Junior High Schools is a new subject and

chemistry issues are also brand new for Junior High School

students. For this reason, the Junior High School students

achieved the worse results in the pretest. The situation is

different in the case of the Senior High School students.

These students are continuing their chemistry education,

expanding their knowledge gained earlier in the Junior

High Schools and, therefore, performing better in the pre-

test than the Junior High School students. For this reason,

the results of the growth of information are particularly

high in the case of the Junior High School students with the

assumed methodology of calculation. In the case of the

Senior High School students, when analyzing the test

results (Table 5) of particular groups, we can conclude that

the best results of the posttest were achieved by the LKL

group of students. The LKF and LKT students got similar

results to each other, but lower by about 11 % than the

LKL group of students. The worst results were achieved by

the LTF group of students. Comparing the results of all the

Senior High School groups, it can be seen that also in this

case the effectiveness of education is influenced by the

media’s way of transmitting messages. Examining the

students’ performance in terms of different categories of

taxonomy educational goals, it can be seen that the way of

transmitting information has no significant effect on

retaining the information, because all the students of the

examined groups in category A of taxonomy educational

goals got similar results. This is reflected in the calculated

effectiveness of the teaching aids used, because, in cate-

gory A, the differences in the performance are not statis-

tically significant. In category B only, the LTF group of

students achieved the worst result, which was caused by

their inability to simulate the chemical experiments. On

this basis, it can be concluded that practical activity has a

significant impact on the understanding of the information

(Table 5). The tasks of the posttest, relating to the other

two categories, C and D, of the taxonomy educational

goals, the LKL group of students got the best results. The

remaining groups achieved significantly worse results in

the pretest where the LKF and LKT students got similar

results. The LTF group got the poorest results, which is

reflected by the calculated educational effectiveness of

various teaching aids in these taxonomy categories.

Analyzing the results of the delayed posttest that was

conducted among the Senior High School students, indi-

cating the degree of the stability of the information, it can

be seen that the LKL and LKF students got very similar

results in the range of 82–83 %. This confirms the thesis

described here earlier, this thesis proves that students

nowadays primarily use visualized information, in which

picture and sound are dominant. Therefore, the LKT group

of students, who did not use the commands of a reader and

the help of the instructional film, showed a lower retention

of the information. In contrast, the lack of manual

involvement by the LTF group, who did not work with the

virtual laboratory, results in that they achieved a worse

performance in the sustainability of the information when

compared with the LKL and LKF groups, which had at

their disposal a virtual laboratory with a reader or an

instructional film. The results of the diagnostic survey

(Table 6) confirm the usefulness of a virtual chemistry

laboratory that uses the Kinect sensor for chemistry edu-

cation. The students representing the examined groups,

working with a virtual laboratory, confirmed that this has

increased their commitment to work in a real laboratory. In

the majority of the surveyed students, this has increased the

willingness to work in a school laboratory. The students
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also felt that the efficiency of their work had increased,

because they could carry out experiments in a shorter time

committing less error.

The positive results of the experiments, which were

obtained by the students while working with a virtual

laboratory, encouraged those students to repeat them in the

real laboratory and to perform additional experiments,

doing more than those that were required. Thanks to the

work with the virtual laboratory, the student’s ability to

solve laboratory problems and design new laboratory

experiments increased. This opinion of the students is

confirmed by the results obtained from them in the cate-

gory D of the taxonomy educational goals. The results of

the survey also indicate that the students have mastered

laboratory activities, which increased their belief that they

can now perform more experiments with positive results.

The students emphasized that training with a virtual labo-

ratory increased their sense of effectiveness with regard to

their work in a real laboratory.

Summing up

Based on the results of the research presented above, a

conclusion can be drawn that the use of Natural User

Interface, which is Kinect along with appropriate software,

gives good results in terms of teaching chemistry when

using the virtual laboratory. The students work in the vir-

tual laboratory actually helps to increase their engagement

while working in a real laboratory. The increase in this

activity and the benefits of working in a laboratory were

examined by Hofstein and Lunetta (1982). The additional

use of the Kinect sensor, which allows the students to

perform natural gestures and movements, just like in a real

laboratory, creates an even higher growth in their activity.

The use of a virtual laboratory in conjunction with the

Kinect sensor allows you to perform chemical experiments

that bear the basic information for the students.

Tatli (2009) examined the impact of the students’ work

in the school laboratory for the individualization of their

actions, thanks to which each student can separately train

basic skills. In our case, before students begin work in a

real laboratory, they can train on their ability to perform the

experiments outside the classroom, for example, at home,

which increases the individualization of work. This is

possible thanks to our virtual laboratory, which allows

students to work wherever the technical conditions allow it.

We have observed, just like Odubunni and Balagun (1991)

and Ayas et al. (1994), that working in a school laboratory

increases problem-solving skills by the students, especially

in terms of categories C and D of the taxonomy learning

Table 6 The results of the diagnostic survey

Questions Answers [%]

1* 2* 3* 4* 5*

G L G L G L G L G L

1. Does your work in a virtual laboratory increase your commitment to the work in a real

laboratory?

0 0 0 0 3 7 19 15 79 79

2. Are you more willing to work in a real laboratory when having exercised performing

experiments in a virtual laboratory before?

0 0 3 3 5 8 23 31 70 59

3. Does your work in a virtual laboratory contribute to an increase in the efficiency of your work

in a real laboratory by shortening the time required to perform the experiments?

0 0 0 0 7 15 12 19 81 67

4. Does your work in a virtual laboratory contribute to an increase in the efficiency of your work

in a real laboratory by reducing the number of errors while performing experiments?

3 4 1 3 0 3 28 33 68 58

5. Did your achievements in a virtual laboratory encourage you to verify them in a real

laboratory?

0 0 0 0 1 7 35 47 64 47

6. Did your work in a virtual laboratory make you want to do more experiments in a real

laboratory than the school schedule provides?

3 9 0 1 7 11 29 36 62 43

7. Thanks to the work in the virtual laboratory, can you easily design new chemical

experiments?

7 11 12 15 11 15 37 41 33 19

8. Has your work in a virtual laboratory made you more confident in performing laboratory

activities in a real laboratory?

0 0 0 0 3 8 13 21 84 71

9. Has your work in a virtual laboratory strengthened your belief that you are able to perform

experiments with positive results in a real laboratory?

0 0 1 3 13 19 31 38 55 41

10. Has your work in a virtual laboratory increased your belief in the effectiveness of manual

task related work in a real laboratory?

0 0 4 5 12 17 29 35 55 43

* Answers—1. Strongly disagree, 2. Disagree, 3. Neither agree nor disagree, 4. Agree, 5. Strongly agree; G—Junior High School, L—Senior

High School
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goals, which is confirmed by the results of our research. In

addition, the growth of these skills can be enhanced by

training on the ability to work in a laboratory by exercising

before in a virtual laboratory. In the end, it contributes to

an increase in the gained information by students and the

retention of the knowledge, especially in terms of catego-

ries C and D in taxonomy learning goals.

The use of a virtual laboratory with the Kinect sensor

creates among students a higher commitment to the work in

the laboratory. The achieved results are consistent with the

research results (Roschelle et al. 2000; Calik and Coll

2012; Calik et al. 2013). As Zhang (2013) noticed, an

important issue is the proper integration and implementa-

tion of ICT technology in the educational process. In the

case of a virtual laboratory with Kinect sensor technology,

the implementation of NUI assists in teaching chemistry is

especially successful being conducting chemical experi-

ments. Based on this research, it can be concluded that the

use of innovative technologies (Calik 2013; Ebenezer et al.

2011, 2012; Xie and Reider 2013), an example of which is

NUI, is justified by bringing positive results in teaching.

The virtual chemical laboratory with the Kinect sensor is

an educational program, but may as well serve as a Serious

Game.

Our research results are consistent with the opinion of (De

Grove et al. 2012) and indicate that the advantage of a virtual

laboratory Kinect is the ability to work effectively with it, for

example, at home, in order to prepare in the range of labo-

ratory work for new lessons. In this case, the individualiza-

tion of activities, consisting mainly of adjusting the pace of

work to the personal learning capacities of the student, is

possible (Stieff and Wilensky 2003; Pekdag 2010).

With the virtual laboratory using Kinect, the realism of the

simulation experiments significantly increased, causing

willingness to work with them among students. They

emphasized the ability to perform manual tasks almost the

same as when working in a real laboratory. Among most of

the available programs that allow the simulation of experi-

ments and chemical processes, the mouse and the keyboard

are used for control. In the case of our program, neither the

mouse nor the keyboard is used, with control being carried

out by means of gestures and hand movements. Students,

while performing virtual experiments, were involved emo-

tionally in the same way as they are while playing computer

games, in which the user’s emotional involvement is high

(Khan 2007). As you can see, NUI provide an opportunity for

the practical use of them inter alia in the remote method of

education, the ‘‘Flipped Classroom’’ method of education

(‘‘Flipped classrooms’’ 2012) and the IBSE method of

teaching, involving an independent creation of conclusions

on the basis of practical action (‘‘Science Education NOW’’

2007).

In conclusion, the virtual chemistry laboratory using

Kinect has a positive effect on the involvement of the

students and causes them to increase their self-efficacy

while working in a real laboratory. This is due to the fact

that the students have direct and frequent contact with the

media, in which the dominant role is played by picture and

sound. The ongoing further technological development of

Natural User Interfaces (NUI) will allow an even more

accurate reflection of the laboratory work in a virtual

environment.
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Creative Commons Attribution License which permits any use, dis-

tribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
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